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Profile

European consumers should feel as confident when buying in another EU country as they do at home. ECC Ireland is
committed to empowering consumers and helping them take full advantage of the internal market by providing, free
of charge, information, advice and assistance in the resolution of cross-border consumer complaints within the EU/EEA.
ECC Ireland endeavours to ensure a high quality standardised service.
Where appropriate, disputes may be referred to an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) entity, a National
Enforcement Body (NEB) or, if no amicable solution is reached, the courts (for example, European Small Claims
Procedure).
ECC Ireland also engages in promotional activities addressed to consumers, businesses, and ADR providers. It
works closely with policymakers and enforcement authorities, and cooperates with other EU-wide networks, such as the
Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), the Consumer Protection Cooperation (CPC) network, Europe Direct, FIN-Net, Solvit or
the European Judicial Network (EJN).

€
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Foreword

2015 was an important year for consumers. When things go wrong with a purchase, consumers
often find it difficult to resolve the matter to their satisfaction. Such problems are even more
difficult for consumers to solve when they buy something in another EU country or online.
Disputes of this kind can be settled fast, effectively and cheaply without going to court,
through alternative dispute resolution (ADR) entities. The problem has been, however, that
not all EU countries have ADR entities to cover all consumer disputes with traders, and some

ANN NEVILLE
Director

existing ADR entities do not meet minimum quality standards.
For this reason in 2013 the EU adopted a Directive on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes (Directive on

consumer ADR) and a Regulation on online dispute resolution for consumer disputes (Regulation on consumer ODR). The latter
legal instrument establishes an EU-wide, web-based platform developed by the European Commission to facilitate, as a single

portal, the settlement of consumer disputes online. This may involve assistance from ADR entities notified by the Member States.
The new regulatory framework is complementary; while the ADR legislation operates in its own right, the ODR platform relies on
the functioning of ADR entities on which ODR is anchored.

The purpose of the legislation is to ensure that the one in five European consumers who reported that they encounter

problems when buying goods and services in the internal market can resolve their problems without going to court. At national
level ECC Ireland has been assigned a role to play in the new landscape of consumer ADR and ODR. Under S.I. 343 of 2015

we provide consumers with information and assistance to access ADR entities operating in another Member State which are

competent to deal with a consumer’s cross-border dispute, while under S.I. 500 of 2015 ECC Ireland has been designated as the
ODR contact point in Ireland effective from January 2016. We hope that the new ADR landscape will offer consumers improved
chances of redress and increase the number of consumers and traders buying and selling cross-border online.

Ann Neville
Director

Dublin, August 2016

1. The Directive on consumer ADR was transposed into Irish legislation by European Union (alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes) regulations
2015 S.I. No. 343 of 2015 and European Union (alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes) (no.2) regulations 2015 S.I. No. 368 of 2015; The
Regulation was given effect in Irish law by means of the European Union (Online Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes) Regulations 2015 S.I. No. 500 of
2015 and European Union (Online Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes) Regulations 2016 S.I. No 32 of 2016.

2. Commission Staff Working Paper, Executive Summary of the Impact Assessment accompanying the document, Proposal for a Directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council on Alternative Dispute Resolution for consumer disputes (Directive on consumer ADR) and Proposal for a Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council on Online Dispute Resolution for consumer disputes (Regulation on consumer ODR) {COM(2011) 793 final},
{SEC(2011) 1409 final}
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Executive
summary

In 2015, ECC Ireland dealt with 3,503 contacts from consumers, the majority of which (64 per cent) concerned cross-border
complaints while the remaining contacts were information requests. There were 695 complaints which required further assistance
from the European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net). When these are examined further it is clear that air travel is once again
the top area of complaint – this category has held on to the top spot year-after- year. Other areas of complaints that have made
it into the top five are electronic goods, car rental, entertainment (for example, sporting tickets, vouchers, or TV broadcasting),
and online services. The 2015 figures also reflected the increasing popularity of online shopping with a significant portion of the
complaints handled by ECC Ireland involving e-commerce transactions.
During 2015, ECC Ireland continued its work on the promotion of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in Ireland. In

October, we hosted a major seminar on this topic, together with the Law Society of Ireland, which was opened by Isolde Goggin,

chairperson of the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) and attended by more than 200 stakeholders from
the legal profession, ADR entities, and consumer policy representatives.

It was also a busy year for media and outreach activities with 151 media interviews/mentions provided across all media

channels. ECC Ireland promoted and provided consumers with information on a range of subjects including safer online

shopping, the 10th anniversary of ECC-Net, membership subscriptions, supposed ‘free trials’, air passenger rights, and many

more issues. Providing consumers with easier access to information via the ECC Ireland website was a priority during 2015 with

considerable work done on mobile responsiveness, accessibility, and search engine optimisation. New approaches and updates
were also applied to ECC Ireland’s Twitter account, eBulletin, and other communication tools.

ECC Ireland continued to play an active role in the ECC-Net during the year by taking part in study visits to ECCs Austria and

Spain as well as participating in joint training with ECC UK. The centre was also a member of the working group that produced the
joint network report on Air Passenger Rights.

On a national level, we continued our collaboration with our national founder, the Competition and Consumer Protection

Commission (CCPC), as well as the Department of Jobs, Enterprise, and Innovation and the European Commission Representation
in Ireland. ECC Ireland collaborated with the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) to plan joint outreach activities.
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2015 in Numbers

ASSISTANCE TO CONSUMERS

3,503

63.7%

695

Total contacts dealt with
by ECC Ireland in 2015

of contacts were
complaints

cases actively pursued by
ECC Ireland

MAIN PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

41.0%
of cases related to
air passenger rights

8.1%

7.8%

80.3%

1,769

of cases related to
electronic goods

of cases related to
online services

COMMUNICATIONS

20.3%
increase in Twitter
followers in 2015
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of website sessions 2015
were unique visitors

subscribers to monthly
eBulletin

Assistance to
Consumers

OVERVIEW OF COMPLAINTS RECEIVED
In 2015, ECC Ireland dealt with 3,503 consumers (figure 1). Roughly, two thirds of these contacts
concerned cross-border complaints (2,231), whilst the other third was classified as requests for
information (1,272). Whilst the number of complaints decreased by one sixth in respect of the
previous year, the number of requests of information increased by nearly five per cent.
JUAN BUESO
Legal Adviser

Out of the 1,272 requests for information, 1,224 involved queries
regarding general guidance on consumer law, domestic disputes and
referrals to relevant organisations, whilst a further 48 related to requests
for publications, such as leaflets.
Most cross-border complaints involved consumers from Ireland
(1,737) about traders based in other European countries (figure 2). If
this figure is added to the number of contacts requesting information,
it follows that over 85 per cent of ECC Ireland’s contacts derive from
consumers based in Ireland.
ECC Ireland provided these consumers with continued support to
solve their complaints amicably but in 232 instances, further assistance
was required and the intervention of our ECC-Net counterparts in other
EU/EEA countries was sought with a view to contacting the trader in the
country in question on behalf of affected consumers.
ECC Ireland was also contacted by 31 consumers with residence in
other European countries in relation to complaints against Irish traders.
Our colleagues from other ECCs also registered in the same period 1,925

FIGURE 1:
Total contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland in 2015

complaints against traders operating from Ireland, bringing up to 1,956
the number of complaints involving traders with their place of business

Requests for Information: 1,272

in Ireland (figure 2).

Complaints: 2,231

Of these complaints involving traders from Ireland, ECC Ireland’s

Total: 3,503

intervention was sought by our ECC-Net counterparts in 463 cases.
The overall number of cross-border complaints actively pursued by
ECC Ireland on behalf of a consumer in 2015 was 695 (i.e. 232 cases
involving consumers from Ireland, and 463 cases involving consumers
from other European countries).
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Assistance to
Consumers

CROSS-BORDER COMPLAINTS WITH AN IRISH
COMPONENT REGISTERED BY ECC-NET IN 2015

FIGURE 2:

Complaints from consumers in Ireland against traders in
other European countries: 1,737
Complaints against traders in Ireland from consumers in
other European countries: 1,956
Total: 3,693

FIGURE 3:
Total Contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland 2011-2015

In summary, in 2015 ECC Ireland dealt with 3,503
consumers, of which 1,272 requested information
and 2,231 lodged complaints. Among the
complainants, 1,536 sought advice but no further
assistance became necessary, whilst 695 required
additional support (Figure 3).
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of the consumer
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Assistance to
Consumers

In order to gain a better understanding of the complaints dealt

by our counterparts in other European countries, on behalf of

with in 2015, we provide in this section an analysis of the 695

a consumer.

cases which required further assistance through ECC-Net. In
most of these cases, the trader was contacted by ECC Ireland or

The bar chart below (figure 4) illustrates the 695 cases in

which ECC Ireland was actively involved, sorted by category.

FIGURE 4:
Breakdown of 2015 cases by category
Air Travel
Electronic goods & other recreational
Online services
Car rental
Entertainment
Miscellaneous

Communication Services
Hotels & Restaurants
Clothing & Footwear
Furniture
Car Purchase / Parts, etc.
Other Transport Services

Timeshare & Holiday Clubs

Package Holidays
Health

Books, newspapers & stationery
Education
Housing Rent & Supplies

Food & Alcohol
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SELLING METHOD
Having looked into the 695 cases handled by ECC Ireland where further assistance

NO. OF CASES % OF TOTAL

was required through ECC-Net, it is not surprising to see – given the cross-border

Air Travel

285

41.0%

Electronics

56

8.1%

Online Services

54

7.8%

Car Rental

49

7.1%

Entertainment

38

5.5%

More details regarding these categories can be found in the next section
of this report.

100

focus of ECC-Net activities – that nearly 85 per cent of the transactions which gave
rise to complaints were conducted by means of distance selling, where e-commerce
alone represented nearly three quarters of the cases.

FIGURE 5:
Breakdown of 2015 cases by category

e-Commerce (513)
Distance selling,
other than e-Commerce (72)
On premises (63)
Other, e.g. trade fairs,
auctions (47)
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With 285 cases dealt with by ECC Ireland in 2015, air passenger

Air Passenger
Rights

rights continued to be the area with the highest number of consumer
complaints, representing 41 per cent of the total number of cases where
direct intervention by the centre was required. The majority involved
complaints made by consumers based in another European country
against Irish airlines.
There were 124 successfully resolved cases and 10 cases were

referred to the relevant National Enforcement Body (NEB) responsible

for the enforcement of Regulation [EC] 261/2004 for further assistance.
In 36 cases dealt with it was not possible to reach an amicable
resolution. At the time of writing, 28 cases remain active.

Sixty-three cases could not be pursued on behalf of consumers

mainly because the case was considered ill-founded (this was mostly
due to failure to abide by the applicable policies) or on account

of inadequate documentation or lack of evidence to support the

consumer’s claim. In 20 instances, following the initial case assessment,
consumers were advised to consider taking the matter further via the

European Small Claims Procedure or have the matter examined by the
competent National Enforcement Body. Those cases mainly pertained
to situations where the airline invoked extraordinary circumstances

and argued that all reasonable measures were taken to minimise the

disruption or where consumers suffered consequential damages as a
result of flight delay or cancellation, for example, inability to use prebooked accommodation or attend events.

As in previous years, flight cancellations and delays constituted

the number one cause for air passenger-related complaints. A large

portion of these complaints concerned passengers seeking financial

compensation and/or reimbursement of expenses incurred as a result
of flight disruption.

Under Regulation [EC] 261/2004, in the event of flight

cancellations passengers have the right to receive compensation.
As interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union,

compensation is also due when passengers suffer a delay of more

than three hours arriving at the final destination. However, where a

flight is disrupted due to extraordinary circumstances, which could not
have been avoided even if all reasonable measures had been taken,
airlines are exempt from having to pay compensation. While recital

14 in the preamble of the Regulation provides examples as to what

events can be considered extraordinary circumstances, the Regulation
does not clarify what requirements should be met in order for certain
situations to qualify as extraordinary circumstances. Where an airline

claims extraordinary circumstances, the relevant national enforcement
body may further investigate the claim and come to a decision. The
adoption of interpretative guidelines to facilitate the application of

the Regulation and to promote best practices was one of the measures
proposed by the Commission in ‘An Aviation Strategy for Europe’ of

December 2015. The guidelines were published in June this year and
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are intended to tackle the issues

most frequently raised by, inter alia,
national enforcement bodies and
industry representatives.

While, under the above

mentioned Regulation, operating
air carriers are obliged to actively
offer care and assistance in

respect of meals, communication

facilities and hotel accommodation,

ANNA HERYAN
Dispute Resolution Adviser

having due regard to the needs
of passengers in the relevant

circumstances, often passengers are left to make these arrangements

themselves. Seeking reimbursement of expenses incurred as a result of
flight disruption and lack of assistance may prove difficult if no relevant
receipts are retained by passengers or if they choose to accept a refund
of the ticket price. In the case of the latter, as soon as the passenger

chooses a refund, the air carrier has no obligation to continue to offer
care and assistance and hence reimburse expenses incurred by the
passenger in this respect.

The second highest category of air travel complaints pertained to

damaged, delayed or lost luggage and problems with the baggage

policy of the airline. Obtaining adequate compensation for misplaced

or damaged luggage is still proving to be challenging, especially when
passengers fail to report any irregularities as soon as they arise and are
unable to furnish evidence supporting their claim, for example, photos
of a damaged suitcase or receipts for purchases made while waiting

for a delayed luggage. A sizeable number of cases dealt with by ECC

Ireland in 2015 in this category related to checked luggage unavailable
as a result of the bag handlers strike, which affected flights operated to
and from Madrid airport last year. While passengers were offered to be

moved to a different airport or choose to fly on a different date, for many
the options offered were not acceptable. While they were entitled to

seek a refund of the check-in luggage fee, for those who chose to travel
with a different air carrier, or decided to abandon their baggage at the

airport, seeking reimbursement of expenses incurred as a result proved
extremely challenging.

Issues concerning technical difficulties encountered while booking

flights online and policies imposed by air carriers were other major

sources for consumer complaints in 2015. Twenty-seven cases related
to refund request on medical grounds. In the event of serious illness,
most airlines allow refunds or offer flight booking changes free of

charge. In other cases, passengers may not be eligible for a refund,

unless the ticket purchased is refundable. In any case, airlines are not

automatically required to issue a refund in all such cases, and typically

require suitable documentary evidence, such as a medical certificate, in
advance of the date of travel, before making a decision in this respect.

Case Studies

Flight diversion

The consumer’s flight from Palermo to Marseilles was diverted to Nice due to adverse weather conditions in Marseilles. On
contacting the airline, the consumer was informed that as the diversion and subsequent delay were for safety reasons and

outside the airline’s control, no monetary compensation was due. The consumer requested reimbursement of costs in respect

of transport from Nice to Marseilles, but received no response. Upon being contacted by ECC Ireland on behalf of the consumer,
the airline confirmed that no transport for the passengers had been organised after their flight was diverted to Nice and offered
reimbursement of additional costs the consumer incurred.

Baggage claim
While on holiday in Spain, the consumer was advised that due to the baggage handlers strike it would not be possible to check in any luggage on
his return flight. The consumer felt he had no other option but to ship his suitcase home using a courier company. He then contacted the airline
seeking reimbursement of costs incurred as a result, but to no avail. ECC Ireland contacted the airline on behalf of the consumer and secured a
refund of the baggage check-in fee plus the balance between the refunded fee and the sum spent on shipping the baggage.

Flight cancellation due to illness
The consumer needed to change her plans and cancel a flight after her son become very ill. On requesting a refund, the consumer was offered a
voucher for the sum corresponding to the cost of the original flight. Having contacted her travel insurance company, the consumer was advised
the cost of her flight could be refunded once the relevant statement from the airline was provided. The consumer contacted the airline, but was
advised her claim was considered closed. Upon the intervention of ECC Ireland, the airline cancelled the travel credit and supplied the letter
sought for insurance purposes, as requested by the consumer.

Problems with bookings
While making a flight reservation over the telephone with the airline directly, the consumer was advised the cost of the reservation amounted
to €1,360. On receiving the email booking confirmation the consumer discovered he was charged approximately €67 more than he agreed to.
Having sought clarification from the airline, the consumer was advised that the price increased at the time of the booking. In light of difficulties
dealing with the airline the consumer requested the assistance of ECC Ireland. The case was brought to the attention of our counterparts in the UK,
who contacted the airline on behalf of the consumer and requested a refund of the difference in price arguing he never accepted a new price and
was given no option to cancel the reservation following the price increase. A refund of €67 was secured.
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Electronic
Goods

This category consists of complaints regarding online and offline

in the category of electronic

purchases of electronic items such as digital cameras, laptops, tablets

goods have their European

and MP3 players to name but a few.

headquarters in Ireland and
this is partly responsible for

Electronic goods is a category which consistently appears in the top

the high number of complaints

five areas of consumer complaints lodged with ECC Ireland. In 2014,

which were received by

there was a huge increase in complaints relating to a problematic Irish

ECC Ireland. Similarly, the

based trader who failed to deliver electronic goods and, as a result,

same problematic trader as

required the intervention of ECC Ireland. 2015 saw a return to the usual

mentioned above was also

amount of complaints which are normally received by ECC Ireland in

responsible for the high

relation to goods falling within this category.

number of complaints received

DANIEL HANRAHAN
Dispute Resolution Adviser

for traders based within Ireland.
Electronic goods represents the second highest category of
consumer complaints handled by ECC Ireland in 2015 after air travel. Of

With regards to the results of ECC Ireland’s intervention for

the total complaints handled by ECC Ireland in 2015, eight per cent (56

complaints against traders in Ireland, seven out of the 30 complaints

cases) consisted of complaints received against traders in Ireland and

received were resolved successfully with the help of ECC Ireland’s

complaints received from Irish consumers against traders based in other

intervention resulting in repairs, replacements and partial or

European countries in the area of electronic goods.

complete refunds for consumers for their consumer issues. Nine of
these complaints, all concerning the same trader, were reported to

Twenty six of the complaints received for electronic goods came

enforcement authorities in Ireland due to the failure of this trader to

from consumers resident in Ireland who had complaints against traders

respond to our recommendations. The remaining complaints consisted

which were based in other European countries; primarily in the UK,

of cases which were ill-founded or cases where the trader did not agree

France and the Netherlands. The main problem in all of these cases

with ECC Ireland’s assessment and failed to provide the desired redress

concerned issues that consumers were having with defective goods

for consumers.

and also products which were not in conformity with their descriptions.
Redress was sought from traders in relation to this and the intervention

With regards to the results of cases, where the consumer was

of other ECCs was necessary due to the failure of traders to respond

based in Ireland and the trader was based in another country, and

adequately to consumers and similarly the traders’ failure to adhere to

the intervention of other ECCs were required, 13 cases were resolved

their obligations under EU consumer law.

successfully and nine were closed unsuccessfully. The remaining cases
were either ongoing, ill-founded or required further documentation

Thirty of the complaints received for electronic goods came from
consumers who were resident in other European countries against
traders based in Ireland. A large portion of traders who sell products
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from the consumer.

Case Studies

Faulty Laptop
An Irish consumer purchased a product from a well-known trader based in the UK who also happened to be the manufacturer. Before ECC Ireland’s
intervention, the trader attempted to repair the product three times. The item became faulty again and the consumer refused to accept the trader’s
attempts to repair the product a fourth time. Under EU consumer law, there is no set limit on the amount of times that a trader has to repair a
product before a replacement or a refund is offered. However, with the intervention of ECC Ireland and the threat of court action through the
European Small Claims Court procedure a brand new replacement offered by the trader was secured for the consumer.

Recalled Speakers
A Greek consumer purchased an electronic speaker from a trader based in Greece with the manufacturer of the product based in Ireland. Following
the complete recall of the product by the Irish manufacturer, the consumer returned the speakers to the trader in Greece which was an authorised
reseller. The Irish manufacturer promised that the consumer would receive a full refund but this never happened. Following the intervention of
ECC Ireland, the manufacturer was contacted and a full refund of the price of the product was arranged.

Malfunctioning Tablet
A German consumer purchased a tablet from a well-known Irish trader who also happens to be the manufacturer of the product. After seven
months, the consumer carried out an update on the tablet’s software. Very soon afterwards, the device overheated and produced a strong chemical
smell. The device then completely shut down. The consumer sent the item back to the trader for repairs but it was returned completely untouched.
It is a feature of EU consumer law that a trader can argue that any fault that has become apparent in a product six months after purchase is due
to misuse or general wear and tear. ECC Ireland believed that this might have been the reason that the tablet was not repaired or replaced by
the trader. Accordingly, ECC Ireland contacted the trader on the consumer’s behalf and the trader then agreed to provide the consumer with a
replacement tablet.

Misleading Advertisement of a Television
An Irish consumer purchased a television from a trader based in France. After realising that the advertisement of his product had changed shortly
after completing purchase which greatly affected the product’s specs the consumer contacted the trader to inform them that he no longer wanted
the product. The trader responded to say that as the product was in transit nothing could be done to cancel the order. ECC Ireland informed the
consumer about the right to reject items which exists under EU consumer law which the consumer in turn informed the trader about. Following
this advice, the consumer received a full refund without the need of ECC France’s intervention.
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Online Services

In 2015, the category termed Online Services represented the third

As the trader is based in

most frequent cause of consumer complaint. 2015 was the first year this

Ireland, ECC Ireland contacted

category appeared in the top five most complained about areas.

them and the trader agreed
to refund all the consumers

Online services represents services purchased online, comprising

involved.

dating agency services, and other online subscriptions.
Complaints about online
The total number of complaints in this category was 54, of which 44,

dating services concerned

or 81.5 per cent, relate to complaints against a single trader, while 6, or

difficulties consumers

11 per cent, concern complaints about online dating agencies.

experienced in cancelling their

ANN NEVILLE
Director

subscriptions, especially in the
The complaints relating to a single trader arose from a subscription

context of initial discounted offers. Some consumers were not aware

which the trader offered to consumers. Consumers booking with an

that advance notice of cancellation had to be made to the trader to avoid

airline, when their booking was complete, were offered the chance to

automatic renewal of membership triggering further charges. In other

avail of a discount on further bookings with the airline. In fact, to access

cases, the consumers had cancelled in time but their cancellation was

this discount, consumers had to send credit card details to the trader

not processed by the trader and charges continued to apply.

offering the discount, which set up a monthly subscription entailing a
charge on the consumers’ credit cards.

The remaining complaints in this category related to money transfer
services and other services such as anti-viral services for computers.
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Case Study

Problem with an online dating service
An Irish consumer signed up to an online dating site for older people, availing of a special offer that allowed her to use a one week paid
membership for €5.99. The consumer decided to cancel her subscription and contacted the trader to cancel her subscription within the seven-day
cooling off period provided by the site. However the consumer’s account was charged for a monthly subscription for that month and the next
month, at a cost of €34.99 per month. The consumer tried and failed to get a refund from the trader. As the trader is registered in the UK, ECC
Ireland contacted our UK counterparts who negotiated an amicable solution with the trader. The consumer received a full refund amounting to
€69.98.

Problem with an online subscription
A Belgian consumer booked a flight with a large low-cost airline. When the transaction was completed, the consumer was redirected to a new page
on the trader’s website which offered a cash back offer of €10 for future flight purchases. The consumer was asked to provide credit card details
to avail of this offer. The consumer did not realise that he had entered into a monthly subscription with an online marketing company. When
examining his credit card statements a year later he realised that a total of €259.35 had been charged arising from a monthly subscription charge
of €19.95. The consumer felt that the offer was misleading and asked for his money back. ECC Belgium contacted ECC Ireland and as a result of
negotiation with the trader the consumer was provided with a full refund.
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Car Rental

In 2015, ECC Ireland was actively involved in 49 cases concerning

Out of the 49 cases, 13 were

car rental. This represents seven per cent of the total number of cases

either not pursued by the consumer

handled during the year, and the fourth largest category of complaint.

or deemed to be ill-founded. Of the
remaining, 22 cases (61 per cent of

In 27 such cases the trader was based in Ireland, whilst a further 22
cases were pursued on behalf of consumers from Ireland.

the cases pursued) were resolved in
favour of the consumer, whilst 14
cases were closed without resolution

Three in four complaints about car rental services involved

(39 per cent), as the trader

supplementary charges, price increases and payment-related disputes.

concerned failed to engage or no

In particular, nearly one quarter of the cases concerned alleged damage

settlement was agreed upon.

CAROLINE CURNEEN
Assistant Legal Adviser

to the vehicle (12 cases). Such cases typically give rise to substantial
extra costs after the return of the car. In addition to these, our office also

Four of the above cases were referred to the European Car Rental

dealt with nine cases regarding condition of the vehicle (for example

Conciliation Service (ECRCS), an out-of-court dispute resolution scheme

breakdowns) which cause not only inconvenience but can also turn into

set up by the car rental industry to review consumer complaints. Three of

a hefty bill. Complaints in relation to the insurance / cover provided and

these four complaints were resolved in favour of the consumer.

the car rental company’s fuel policy were also frequent (11 and three
cases, respectively).

Resolved cases secured redress for consumers ranging from as little
as €4 to €11,000 in one case. Despite the resolution of these cases

Another discernible area of complaint is the refusal to provide

and monetary disparities from case to case, the sum brought back to

services, which brought about seven cases, representing nearly 15

consumers’ pockets for the 22 resolved cases, €19,296.87 in total,

per cent of the cases concerning car rental. The grounds for such

shows that this is a sector where the potential for consumer detriment is

refusals ranged from difficulties in retrieving the record of the

significant.

reservation to disputes about the formalities to be observed, such as
documentation, age and credit card requirements. In these cases, even

In an effort to improve the current state of affairs, five major car

if no price increase is applied by the car rental company complained

rental companies agreed in 2015 to significantly review how they deal

about, consumers may nevertheless incur substantial expenses and

with consumers thanks to a joint action from the European Commission

inconvenience making last-minute arrangements with other providers.

and national enforcement authorities. The decision to act was taken
following the increase in recent years of consumer complaints on car

Other cases involved complaints about changes and cancellations by
the consumer, vehicle upgrade, the best price guarantee not honoured,
late returns, and difficulties in finding the rental location.
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rental services reported to the European Consumer Centres.

Case Studies

Alleged damage

A consumer from Ireland hired a car in Malta. After returning the car, the consumer noticed that his credit card was charged €500. When he
contacted the car rental location, he was advised that the front bumper of the vehicle had been damaged during the rental. The consumer pointed
out that the alleged damage already existed when the vehicle was picked up and also, he had taken out additional cover and, thus, the €500
should be refunded. As no agreement between car rental company and consumer was reached, the latter contacted ECC Ireland for assistance
which, in turn requested the intervention of ECC Malta. Despite initial difficulties securing a response from the car rental location, they eventually
argued that the cover taken out by the consumer could not be relied on as the consumer had not filed a damage report. In light of the car rental
company’s stance on the matter, the complaint was referred to the European Car Rental Conciliation Service (ECRCS) which found in favour of the
consumer and the disputed amount was refunded.

Vehicle condition

A consumer from Ireland hired a car in Greece. The vehicle was in a bad state of repair and after driving for just 20 km the car caught fire. The
consumer managed to leave the car unharmed but all his belongings were destroyed, including documentation, cards, cash, mobile phones,
photographic equipment and clothes. The consumer contacted ECC Ireland with a view to securing compensation for the items lost, estimated at
€6,500, and a further €6,000 for moral damage. ECC Ireland subsequently requested assistance from ECC Greece, which agreed to contact the car
rental company. The consumer was eventually offered €7,000 compensation but he refused to accept this sum. After further negotiation between
the parties, an agreement to settle for €11,000 was reached.

Fuel

A consumer from Ireland rented a car in France. Upon returning the car, additional charges were applied. When the consumer asked for an
explanation from the trader, he was advised that the car should have been returned with a full tank, and it was 5/8 full. The consumer contested
this, as the car was supplied 3/8 full only and the documentation showed this. As no agreement between the parties was reached, assistance from
ECC Ireland was sought. The case was forwarded to ECC France in order to contact the car rental company concerned on behalf of the consumer.
Following this approach, the trader agreed to refund the amount requested, €65.04, which included a refuel handling fee of €14.25 in addition to
the fuel disputed.

Alleged late return
A consumer from Ireland who rented a car in Spain was charged an additional €121.22 after returning the car. When the consumer queried this
charge, the trader indicated that the car had been returned at 12:36, instead of the stipulated time of return at 10:00, over two hours after the
expiry of their 30 minute grace period. The consumer disputed the trader’s version and sought assistance from ECC Ireland, as he could show that
he had flown that morning after returning the car on a flight that departed at 11:15 and, therefore, the trader’s version was not accurate. In light of
the documentation presented, the trader agreed to refund the consumer the amount previously charged, €121.22.
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Entertainment

This category represents complaints relating to subscription services,
sporting tickets, vouchers, memberships, game consoles and other
products or services used for leisure purposes.
Entertainment services ranked fifth in 2015 in the top five areas of
consumer complaints lodged with ECC Ireland. A significant amount of
the complaints in this category were generated by a sports management
and promotion company located in the UK, with these complaints
amounting to nine out of the 38 complaints in this sector. The remaining
complaints involved the purchase of tickets and vouchers, game
consoles and subscription services, amongst other issues.
It is interesting to note that while entertainment services have
appeared in the top five areas of consumer complaints over the past
few years, with the exception of 2014 where it ranked sixth place in
the top consumer complaint sectors, it has had an increasing success
rate of complaints resolved over the course of 2015. The majority of
the complaints encoded were found to be resolved (26 complaints in
total) following the intervention of the ECC-Net and with satisfactory
results for the consumers involved, with either a refund being awarded
or with the performance of the contractual obligation by the trader. This
leaves approximately nine of the complaints submitted left unresolved,
one complaint as still ongoing, one complaint had been referred to the
European Small Claims Procedure (ESCP) and thereby was escalated to a
dispute and one was closed as it was ill-founded.

Thirty of the total amount

of complaints arose from

consumers in Ireland who were
lodging complaints against

traders based across the EU/EEA.
Of these complaints, 21 of them
had been resolved amicably.

The remaining eight complaints
reported were from consumers
across the EU/EEA who lodged
complaints against traders

based in Ireland and five of

these complaints were resolved amicably. The most recurring problems
appeared in cases where consumers had purchased tickets for matches
and where they had joined memberships with various traders.

A recurring problem is that consumers had bought vouchers and

found they had expired before they could use them or alternatively that
the trader had gone out of business before they could be used. In these
circumstances, the consumers would not have checked the terms and

conditions of their vouchers and therefore were not aware of the expiry
date until it was too late. Another prevalent issue which has occurred
over the course of the year is that consumers have found that their

subscriptions to services have been renewed automatically without their
permission and as a result had incurred extra costs for the subscription
fee. This appeared to arise from consumers not reading the terms and
conditions fully and therefore were not aware of the specific steps
required to cancel this service.
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Case Studies

Expired Voucher

An Austrian consumer had received two vouchers from a trader in Ireland for his birthday and each offered a different experience - ‘adventures’
and ‘thrill’. In this case both vouchers expired in 2013 but the consumer had forgotten about these vouchers until the expiry period had elapsed.
This meant that the voucher could no longer be availed of in this situation, yet an argument was brought forward that the expiry period was too
short. Following an assessment of this case, ECC Ireland brought the matter to the trader, drawing attention to Directive 97/7/EC distance contracts
and on the grounds of the short expiry period of the vouchers. This intervention proved to be successful in this case as the consumer was offered
a refund from the trader for the full the cost of the voucher. This case correlates with other cases from other Austrian consumers who had reported
similar problems with this Irish trader and the majority of which were resolved amicably through further intervention by ECC Ireland.

No Available Tickets Left

An Irish consumer purchased match tickets from a Spanish trader for the total cost of €167. Having received the order confirmation, the consumer
was requested to return a signed copy of the email back to this Spanish trader. Had the Irish consumer done this, he would have to agree to be
charged more if the ticket of the category he selected was not available and would have to accept that he may be refused entry to a stadium. It
transpired that the Spanish trader did not have tickets this Irish Consumer purchased and that there was no guarantee that even if he received his
tickets, that he would be permitted to enter the stadium. The Irish consumer refused to sign the statement in question and requested a refund
since the Spanish trader was unable to deliver the tickets he ordered. The Irish consumer’s correspondence was being ignored and as a result
he sought assistance from the European Consumer Centre Ireland. Following the intervention of ECC Spain, who had argued on the basis of
Directive 93/13/EEC unfair terms in consumer contracts and on the grounds that the contract terms were unfair given the circumstances of the
case, the trader had subsequently changed their position and clarified that they would be open to reimburse the consumer. The Irish consumer
subsequently confirmed receipt of the refund.

Automatic Renewal of Subscription

An Irish consumer purchased a games console plus subscription in May 2014 and paid €49.99 for this service. This subscription was automatically
renewed in May 2015 and following this the Irish consumer requested a cancellation of their subscription but was advised by the UK trader
that it was already too late. When the UK trader found out that the consumer was under 18-years-old when he entered into the contract, they
subsequently blocked his online account. The Irish consumer understood that he may no longer have access to his online account but wanted
the UK trader to refund the sum of €49.99 charged. A complaint was sent to their legal team based on the unfair position that the UK trader has
the funds and are not providing the service. ECC UK contacted the trader on the consumer’s behalf and following this, the UK Trader promised to
reinstate the account but did not agree to provide the refund and the Irish consumer was thereby granted access to his account once again.
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Alternative
Dispute
Resolution

When ECC Ireland is unable to resolve a complaint with a trader we will assist consumers to locate and,
where the consumer consents, refer unresolved complaints to Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
or Online Dispute Resolution (ODR), where there is an applicable scheme available. ADR and ODR
procedures involve the resolution of disputes outside the courts.
ANN NEVILLE
Director

CASE HANDLING

ECC IRELAND’S ADR ACTIVITIES

Seventeen cases were transferred to an ADR or other dispute resolution

2015 was an important year for ADR in Ireland. Directive 2013/11/EU on alternative

bodies in 2015. These can be broken down as follows:

dispute resolution (ADR) for consumer disputes was transposed into Irish legislation

		
		
		

• Six cases were referred to SOP, the German ADR for the travel
sector.

• Three cases to ECRCS, the European Car Rental Conciliation 		
Service.

• One case to the BVRLA, the British Vehicle Rental and 		
Leasing Association.

• One case to the Online-Schlichter, a German ODR body.
• One case to the Consumer Disputes Board (Finland).

• One case to the Financial Services Ombudsman Bureau.
		

• Two cases to the WIIH, the statutory Trade Inspection 		
service in Poland (Bialystok and Bydgoszcz).

• One case to E-Control GmbH in Austria.

• One case to the State Non Food Products Inspectorate in 		

		 Lithuania.

The main sectors referred to ADR were those involving car rental and air
passenger rights. In those unresolved cases which involved Irish consumers
we recommended that the consumer consider referring the matter to the
European Small Claims Procedure or the European Order for Payment.

by S.I. 343/2015 and 368/2015. These instruments were followed by S.I. 500/2015
and in 2016 S.I. 32/2016 to give effect to Regulation (EU) 524/2013 on online
dispute resolution (ODR). The latter legal instrument establishes an EU-wide, webbased platform developed by the European Commission to facilitate, as a single
portal, the settlement of consumer disputes online. This may involve assistance
from ADR entities notified by the Member States. The new regulatory framework
is complementary: whilst the ADR legislation operates in its own right, the ODR
platform relies on the functioning of ADR entities on which ODR is anchored. The
availability of quality ADR entities is thus a precondition for the proper operation
of the ODR platform. Each Member State is required to designate a national ODR
contact point to provide practical assistance to users of the ODR platform. The

European Consumer Centre Ireland has been designated, pursuant to S.I. 500/2015,
as the ODR contact point in the State and assumed this role from January 2016
onwards.

The ADR/ODR legislation covers procedures for out-of-court resolution of both

domestic and cross-border concerning transactions between consumers and traders
based in the EU, and it only applies to complaints submitted by a consumer against
a trader. It imposes specific information obligations on traders that commit or are

obliged to use ADR (e.g. information on website; general terms and conditions). It

also imposes certain information obligations on all traders when attempts to settle
the dispute between consumer and trader fail.

ECC Ireland continued to promote awareness of ADR at national level among

traders, legal professionals and consumer policy stakeholders. A seminar on ADR

and ODR was organised jointly by ECC Ireland and the Law Society of Ireland and

was attended by some 200 participants from ADR entities, legal firms, traders and
trader organisations, as well as consumer policy stakeholders and representatives

of ECC-Net (ECCs UK and Denmark). Speakers included Isolde Goggin, Chairperson
Photo: ECC Ireland and the Law Society of Ireland’s joint seminar on ADR,
October 2015. Pictured [from left to right] are: Isolde Goggin, chairperson of the
Competition and Consumer Protection Commission, James Kinch, head of the
Law Society’s ADR Committee and chair of the event, Brian Hutchinson, UCD,
Professor Christopher Hodges, Oxford University, Lars Arent, director of ECC
Denmark, Ann Neville and Juan Bueso of ECC Ireland and Rachael Hession of the
Law Society.
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of the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission, competent authority

under the Irish transposition of the ADR Directive, Professor Christopher Hodges and
Brian Hutchinson, academic specialists in ADR and ODR, Lars Arent as head of the

ECC-Net Coordination Group on ODR and Ciaran Crean of Mick’s Garage, the online

car parts supplier and winner of the European E-Commerce Awards 2015, who gave
a presentation on the impact of the ADR legislation from a business perspective.

Case Studies

Car rental – additional charges

An Irish consumer rented a car in the UK. He returned it out of hours and dropped the keys back. No member of staff was available to inspect the
car. The consumer subsequently found an additional charge of €162 had been applied for alleged damages. The consumer wrote to the car rental
company requesting clarification of the nature of the damages but received no response. The consumer had not taken photos of the car so he had
no proof that the alleged damages were not caused by him but he wanted the car rental company to clarify the nature of the alleged damage.
The consumer tried to contact the car rental company on numerous occasions but received no response. ECC Ireland shared this case with our UK
counterparts who transferred it to the car rental ADR, the European Car Rental Conciliation Service. Arising from their intervention the consumer
was refunded in full.

Compensation for a flight delay

A Finnish consumer travelled by air from Tampere to Malaga with an Irish airline. The flight was four hours delayed and the consumer missed the
bus from Malaga to Granada. He had to buy a new bus ticket and asked the airline to compensate him for the purchase price of a new ticket. The
airline rejected the claim. The consumer also requested compensation for the delay as provided by Council Regulation 261/2004 on air passenger
rights but the trader did not respond. Because the delay took place in Helsinki, the case was forwarded to the Consumer Disputes Board in
Helsinki which is a National Enforcement Body under Regulation 261/2004 and also an ADR. When the Consumer Disputes Board contacted the
Irish airline they immediately agreed to settle the case and paid the consumer compensation for the delay amounting to €400.

Mistake in a utility bill

An Irish consumer worked as a classical musician and had a secondary residence in Vienna. An Austrian utility company wrote to her informing
her that her bill for electricity and gas was not correct and that she has to pay an additional €1,075.22. The consumer believed that the additional
payment was not correct since due to her profession she travelled a lot and did not spend much time in Vienna. The consumer sought the
assistance of ECC-Net and the case was transferred to E-Control GmbH, the ADR for the energy sector in Austria. It checked the invoices and found
mistakes regarding the calculation of the electricity and gas used. It found in favour of the consumer and the invoice was reduced to €872.03.
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Services Directive

Article 21

Article 21 of the Services

The free movement of people, goods and services across Member States’

Member States shall ensure that

borders is one of the main benefits of EU membership for citizens and
business alike, providing greater choice and price competition. Services
account, in most Member States, for 70 per cent of Gross National
Product (GNP) and employment.
Directive 2006/123/EC on Services in the Internal Market (‘Services
Directive’) aims to release the growth potential of services markets
in Europe by removing legal and administrative barriers to trade in
the services sector. The Services Directive strengthens the rights of
recipients of services, which can be both consumers and businesses. For
instance, it prohibits discriminatory conditions based on the nationality
or residence of the service recipient, such as discriminatory tariffs. It
also lays down a set of measures to promote high quality services and
to enhance information and transparency relating to service providers
and their services. Further, the Directive also obliges the Member States
to cooperate with each other in order to ensure efficient supervision of

Directive states that:
recipients can obtain, in their
Member State of residence, the
following information:
(a) General information on the
requirements applicable in
other Member States relating

EMMA BYRNE
Services Directive Adviser

to access to, and exercise of,
service activities, in particular those relating to consumer protection;
(b) General information on the means of redress available in the case of
a dispute between a provider and a recipient;
(c) The contact details of associations or organisations, including the
centres of the European Consumer Centres Network, from which
providers or recipients may obtain practical assistance.

providers and their services. This helps to prevent unjustified obstacles
for consumers seeking to avail of business services abroad.

CONSUMERS BENEFIT FROM:
•
		

Strengthened rights of consumers and businesses
receiving services

•

Higher quality of services

•

Enhanced information and transparency on service

		

providers

BUSINESSES BENEFIT FROM:

ECC Ireland receives requests for information from Irish consumers, as
well as from Article 21 bodies in other Member States.
In addition, ECC Ireland continued to assist consumers through
our general complaint handling work as part of ECC-Net, given that
a significant proportion of consumer complaints received relate to
services.

Article 20(2)
ECC Ireland’s primary role under the Services Directive is defined by

•

Easier establishment

•

Easier provision of cross-border services

handles consumer queries that may be governed by other provisions

•

Simplified procedures and formalities

contained in the Directive. A recurrent one is that set out by Article

the provisions of Article 21 of the Directive. However ECC Ireland also

20(2), which obliges Member States to ensure that the recipients of

21

services are not subjected to discriminatory conditions based either on

Services affected by the non-discrimination rule include:

their nationality or place of residence, unless objective justification can be

• Distribution of goods and services (retail and wholesale)

provided.

Article 20(2) states that:
Member States shall ensure that the general conditions of access to a
service, which are made available to the public at large by the provider,

• Tourism services (for example, travel agencies)
• Leisure services (for example, sports centres and amusement parks)
• Rental and leasing services (including car rental)
• The activities of most regulated professions and craftsmen
• Event organisation, advertising and recruitment services

do not contain discriminatory provisions relating to the nationality or
place of residence of the recipient, but without precluding the possibility
of providing for differences in the conditions of access where those
differences are directly justified by objective criteria.
The Services Directive prohibits discrimination against EU consumers
of services with regard to their nationality or country of residence. Yet
consumers still experience such discrimination. It can be blatant or
less obvious, for example in situations where nationality or country of
residence are hidden behind requirements concerning the country of
credit card issuance, the place of delivery or the IP address.
In some cases, businesses are permitted to treat consumers
differently. However, this is possible only when they have an objective
reason to do so. Any arbitrary discrimination is not allowed under EU law.
Objective reasons could include additional costs incurred because
of the distance involved in delivery, the technical characteristics of the
services, specific risks linked to rules and regulations in force in other
Member States, different market conditions, such as pricing by different
competitors or lack of intellectual property rights.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to say in general terms which reasons
really are objective. It requires a case-by-case analysis.
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Case Studies

Price differentiation based on place of residence, Article 20(2)
An Irish consumer wanted to purchase car parts from a trader that had a number of different websites. The Irish site was more expensive than the
site aimed at another member state. We contacted the trader to seek justification and the price difference was justified by the VAT rates applicable
in that particular member state.

Price differentiation based on nationality, Article 20(2)
An Irish consumer wanted to purchase an electric car in another Member State. The advice given was that as per the agreement with the
manufacturer the consumer was not allowed to sell the car to a customer based outside the Member State

Queries under Article 21
An Irish consumer purchased a property in France, however the consumer feared that not all fire safety regulation were adhered to. ECC Ireland
provided the contact details of the relevant authority in France that could offer the consumer assistance.
ECC Ireland receives numerous requests for information from other article 21 contact points. For example, we have provided information on taxi
regulations in Ireland as well as information on funeral directors operating within the state.
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Communications
Activity 2015

Media
‘Scam of women overcharged in anti-wrinkle cream offer’ (Sunday
Times, April 4th, 2015), ‘More than €40m likely to be spent online
today in sale blitz’ (Irish Times, November 30th, 2015), and ‘Irish
airlines draw most complaints in Europe’ (Irish Examiner, December
4th, 2015). These are just some of the headlines of the many 2015
Irish media articles featuring information and a few words of advice
from ECC Ireland spokespersons.
ECC Ireland had plenty to say on the radio as well; we contributed
to a number of live on-air interviews which covered a diverse range
of topics including electronic and free trial scams, ECC-Net’s 10 year
anniversary, car purchase, Black Friday and Cyber Monday, shopping
online as well as air passenger rights. We talked to RTÉ’s Six One
News on free trial scams and roaming charges and appeared on The
Consumer Show to chat about misleading commercial practices.
ECC Ireland also had a number of mentions on websites such as
TheJournal.ie, Breakingnews.ie, Euronews.ie, and UTV.ie.
ECC Ireland achieved 151 media contacts (media interviews
and/or mentions) in total, 57 per cent of which was generated from
the 11 press releases issued throughout 2015. The press release
topics included a warning about unscrupulous electronic sellers
abroad, Safer Internet Day, automatic renewals of dating website

GRACE DUFFY
Press and Communications
Officer

MARTINA NEE
Press and Communications
Officer

In addition to media activities and providing information to
consumers, ECC Ireland was also active in ensuring that traders and
other stakeholders were kept up-to-date. With this in mind, ECC
Ireland and the Law Society of Ireland hosted a joint seminar on
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) and Online Dispute Resolution
(ODR) on October 29th 2015 at the Law Society buildings in Blackhall
Place, Dublin. The event provided the 206 participants, drawn from
consumer protection stakeholders, ADR entities, legal professionals
and trader representatives, an opportunity
to discuss and learn about EU
legislation on
ADR and
ODR.

memberships, an advisory on consumer warranties and statutory
rights, the ECC Ireland 2014 Annual Report, and a joint seminar on
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) and Online Dispute Resolution
(ODR). We also continued to send out monthly eBulletins to a
growing list of subscribers. These provided even more information
on topical consumer issues and some led to queries from the media.
The European Commission Representation in Ireland also helped us
reach a greater audience by reissuing a number of our press releases,
retweeting tweets, and through our weekly contribution to its
news service EC Radio Ireland.
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Communications
Activity 2015

Online
The ECC Ireland website, www.eccireland.ie, was re-launched in 2013

companies to submit proposals for website accessibility, mobile

and we continued to build on that work throughout 2015 with a

responsiveness, and SEO work.

particular focus on improving content and layout, driving more traffic
to the website, and updating information.

In total, there were 45,720 sessions during the whole of 2015 80.32 per cent (36,941) of these were unique users. The number of

Following a review of all ECC-Net websites, ECC Ireland began

organic searches came to 28,630 - searches included keywords such

the process of implementing search engine optimisation (SEO)

as holiday, EU, European Consumer Centre, ECC Ireland, buying and

best practice starting first with the daily consumer news posts, press

consumer rights Ireland. There was a sharp spike in the fourth quarter

release announcements, eBulletins and other updates. ECC Ireland’s

of the year which can be attributed to improvements in SEO, metadata,

Twitter account was assessed to see how it can be better utilised to

Google ranking and content creation. An increase in Twitter activity

drive more traffic to the website – for example, a story in the media

and a change in the format of tweets led to 507 (41.73%) referrals to

about airport traffic strikes was used as an opportunity to tweet a link

the website during this period alone. These are encouraging figures;

to the website’s page on air passenger rights or picking out one story

they show that the work started in 2015 has resulted in increased

on our consumer news updates to help grab attention and increase

traffic to the website and serves as further encouragement to continue

click-throughs. Towards the end of 2015 we also began to look at

these improvements during 2016 and beyond.

how the monthly eBulletin can drive more traffic to the website and
a call for tenders was issued asking interested website development

Social Media
ECC Ireland is committed to building a strong social media presence,

information that may be of interest to followers. In late 2015, Twitter

not just by increasing the number of followers (although this is indeed

activity not only increased but there was also a change of approach

important) but also ensuring we provide regular consumer tips and

to the structure of tweets – the use of hashtags, shortened URL links,

relevant news items on our Twitter feed. We also want to engage with

links to ECC Ireland’s website, and the use of Twitter cards with ECC-

followers, consumers, journalists, experts, and other stakeholders.

Net logos or other featured images. A strategy was also developed to
drive more traffic to the ECC Ireland website. At the close of 2015, ECC

The Twitter account - @eccireland - has proven to be an essential
tool in the promotion of ECC Ireland’s work, events, consumer
news, press releases, eBulletins, annual report, and other relevant

ECC Ireland has

757
twitter followers
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Ireland had 757 Twitter followers which represents an increase of 20
per cent on the previous year.

Communications
Activity 2015

eBulletin:
In 2015, ECC Ireland continued to send out monthly eBulletins to

month. Changes were also made to the layout and use of imagery

its growing list of subscribers. The eBulletin is also an opportunity to

and infographics (where possible). In 2013, ECC Ireland began using

examine a topic such as car rental or scams in more detail, highlight

the Mailchimp tool to distribute the eBulletin and this has proven to

applicable legislation, and provide examples of real-life cases with

be very effective. In November 2015, the format of the Mailchimp

the consumer query and success story of the month. This offers

campaigns was changed, giving subscribers little tasters about the

consumers, media, and other stakeholders greater insight into the

eBulletin’s content and encouraging them to go to the website to

centre’s work and is often the source of further contacts and queries.

read it or download the full PDF document. Not only did this ensure

ECC Ireland began to look at further developing the eBulletin,

that subscribers continued to grow but it also drove more traffic to the

to give it more of a newsletter feel by focusing not just on consumer

website. Our list of subscribers for the eBulletin had grown to 1,769

topics but also consumer-related news and events that happened that

by the end of 2015.

Online Advertising:
Following on from successful campaigns in previous years, ECC
Ireland ran an online advertising campaign in December 2015 with
Pigsback.com. The purpose of the campaign was to inform consumers
about their rights when shopping online at Christmas, to drive traffic
to the ECC Ireland’s online shopping information page and position
ECC Ireland as an one-stop-shop for information on consumer rights
when shopping online. To this end, a poll was placed on the online
marketer’s website, and a competition encouraged consumers to click
through to the ECC Ireland website and provide feedback on their
experiences when buying online. Consumers were redirected to the
online shopping section of the website, helping to ensure that they
had access to detailed information on the issue.

The campaign was very successful with good engagement from

Pigsback members. The campaign resulted in 8,638 page visits,

6,921 competition entries, and 2,859 click-throughs, giving a total
interaction figure of 18,418.

Publications:
Work continued in 2015 to ensure that ECC Ireland’s leaflets
included the most up-to-date information as well as correct
logos, including the logo for the Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission which changed following the merger
of the former National Consumer Agency with the Competition
Authority in 2014. All the leaflets are presented on one page on
the ECC Ireland website with available links for downloading.

Citizens’ Information offices and Europe Direct centres around
the country. An insert was also placed in print and online

phonebooks with details about the centre. A further insert

appeared in the Institute of Public Administration’s year book

and diary. Copies of ECC Ireland’s annual report for 2014 were

also sent to the centre’s stakeholders, both national and within
the EU.

ECC Ireland conducted a mail-out of information leaflets to
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Working
Together

INTRODUCTION
ECC Ireland is part of ECC-Net, a pan-European network present in 30 countries, throughout the EU, as well as Norway and Iceland. Being part of
ECC-Net allows us to address consumer problems right across the EU internal market and beyond, thus building confidence among consumers
and encouraging cross-border consumer transactions. At a national level, ECC Ireland enjoys partnerships with key consumer policy stakeholders,
ensuring an effective exchange of information and maximising the resources available for problem solving in issues of concern to consumers.

COOPERATION IRELAND
The Competition and Consumer Protection

Enterprise Europe Network

Commission

The Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) is an EU-funded network which

The Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) is the
national funder of ECC Ireland. It was established when the former
National Consumer Agency and the Competition Authority were merged
to form a single entity, the Competition and Consumer Protection
Commission, on 31 October 2014, under the Competition and
Consumer Protection Act 2014.
ECC Ireland met with the CCPC in 2015 to focus on information

sharing and referrals. A formal Memorandum of Understanding was
agreed and signed by both organisations committing us to sharing

information in relation to possible enforcement issues and signposting
consumer queries where appropriate.

provides advice and assistance to small companies, helping them to
take advantage of business opportunities within the European Single
Market. ECC Ireland, as part of ECC-Net, has a contractual obligation
to work with business to businesses to ensure their compliance with
consumer protection laws. ECC Ireland met with the Enterprise Europe
Network in 2015 to plan joint activities, such as outreach to traders and
information provision to traders on alternative dispute resolution and
online dispute resolution.
We continued our cooperation with other consumer policy

stakeholders such as the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation,
the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland, the European Commission
Representation, the Europe Direct network and the European
Movement, during the year.

ECC Ireland’s Director attended the event to mark the 10th anniversary of the establishment of ECC-Net held at the European Parliament in
Brussels. Pictured [from left] are the Directors of ECCs Spain, Hungary, Austria, Denmark, Lithuania, Ireland and Germany.
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Working
Together

COOPERATION EUROPE
During 2015, ECC Ireland played an active role in ECC-Net,
attending network meetings and participating fully in the role of
ECC-Net.
ECC Ireland carried out study visits to ECCs Austria and Spain.
Given the popularity of Spain as a holiday destination for Irish
consumers, Spanish traders are the second most complained about
traders after those from the UK, so the visit was important in terms
of improving case handling and providing the opportunity to focus
on problematic areas, such as dealing with fraudulent traders. ECC
Austria was chosen because of its case handling expertise and
with a view to planning the ECC-Net joint project on the Services
Directive, led by ECC Ireland, which would take place in 2016. The

Staff from ECCs Ireland and UK pictured at the Trading
Standards Conference in Bournemouth. Pictured [from left]
are Jane Negus, Mihaela Rebenciuc, Andy Allen and Laura
Fergusson, ECC UK, Dan Hanrahan and Caroline Curneen, ECC
Ireland, and Adam Mortimer, ECC UK.

visit to ECC Austria was combined with a study visit to ECC Slovakia
which was possible because of the short distance between the two
centres.
In 2015, ECC Ireland continued its close relationship with
ECC UK. ECC UK is Ireland’s most important partner in ECC-Net,
with 60 per cent of complaints received by ECC Ireland from Irish
consumers relating to traders based in the UK. Since 2009 we
have held an annual meeting with ECC UK and this has helped
to improve communication between ECCs Ireland and UK and
enhance case handling practices.
ECC Ireland carried out a combined study visit/training at
ECC UK. This consisted of training on consumer legislation, with
presentations from the UK National Enforcement Body for air
passenger rights, and the Competition and Markets Authority. There
was also the opportunity for discussion of case handling, quality
issues and promotion of the work of ECC-Net via social media.

Cover of the ECC-Net Air Passenger Rights Report 2015: Do
consumers get the compensation they are entitled to and at
what costs?

ECC Ireland also attended the Trading Standards Institute
Annual Conference in Bournemouth. This is the largest consumer
policy event in the UK and ECC Ireland staff assisted ECC UK in
running their information stand.
ECC Ireland was active in research during the year, acting as
a member of the working group that produced the joint network
report on Air Passenger Rights.

ECC Ireland served as a member of the working group leading
the ECC-Net Coordination Group on Online Dispute Resolution
headed by ECC Denmark. This group focussed on preparing
the network for the changes in case handling which would be
introduced following the entry into force of the Directive on
Alternative Dispute Resolution and the Regulation on Online
Dispute Resolution.
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Events 2015

ECC IRELAND PARTICIPATED IN THE

LEGAL OPINION AND FEEDBACK

FOLLOWING EVENTS IN 2015:

Contribution to policy making is a core objective of ECC Ireland. In 2015

Training courses:
European Academy of Law, (ERA)
Online Dispute Resolution
Irish Centre for European Law (ICEL)
Annual ICEL IT Law Conference

we contributed to consultations in the following areas:
•
		

DG Just/Chafea questionnaire on legal and commercial 		
guarantees.

•

CPC/Commission Survey on free trials and subscription traps.

•

DG Just digital content study.

•

Public consultation on contract rules for online purchases of

		

digital content and tangible goods.

Chafea European Commission
Chafea training

In addition, we provided information to the Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission (the Irish single liaison office under the Consumer

ECC Belgium and DG Justice and Consumers

Protection Cooperation Regulation) to assist them in the preparation of

ECC-Net new case handler training

their sweep on compliance with the Consumer Rights Directive.

Chafea, VO Communications
Chafea website webinar

Other events:
•

Latvian Presidency briefing

•

European Movement Brexit briefing

•

IE Domain Registry Limited OPTIMISE 2014 e-Commerce 		

		
•

Eurobarometer Report for Ireland launch

•

Chartered Trading Standards Institute (CTSI) Conference 2015

•

Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) and European 		
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website development fund award

Commission car rental webinar

People/Staff

ANN NEVILLE
Director

EMMA BYRNE
Services Directive Adviser

DANIEL HANRAHAN
Dispute Resolution Adviser

JUAN BUESO
Legal Adviser

ANNA HERYAN
Dispute Resolution Adviser

GRACE DUFFY
Press and Communications
Officer (up to 07/2015)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dermott Jewell
		
Brona Carton
		
Josette Cuthbert
		
Paul Brennan
		
John Shine

Chairman. Consumers’ Association of 		
Ireland

European Commission, Food & Veterinary 		
Office

Citizens Information Board
(resigned 09/2015)

CAROLINE CURNEEN
Assistant Legal Adviser

FRANCIE DERDERYAN
Dispute Resolution Adviser

MARTINA NEE
Press and Communications
Officer (from 11/2015)

STUDENT WORK
PLACEMENTS
Catherine Lee

Law Graduate 11/2015 to
02/2016

Renata Marques

Law Graduate 08/2015 to
10/2015
Law Graduate 03/2015 to

Consumer Policy Section, Department of 		

Valerie Queval

Competition and Consumer Protection

Francie Derderyan Law Graduate 01/2015 to

Jobs, Enterprise & Innovation

06/2015
04/2015
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